
LOTHIAN & BORDERS TARGET SHOOTING ASSOCIATION     

INDIVIDUAL BENCHREST POSTAL LEAGUE REGULATIONS 
      

1. Open to all members of affiliated clubs and individual members of the Association.  

 

2. All entrants must submit an average based on the best 8 from the last 10 benchrest targets shot in the 

Association's league and/or postal competitions.  If insufficient or no such cards have been shot, then 

cards shot in N.S.R.A. followed by any other league followed by club competitions followed by 

practice cards may be taken.  

 

3. Entrants will be divided into divisions in the order of the submitted averages. There may be a variable 

number of competitors in each division depending on the spread of submitted averages.  

 

4. It is recommended that 2510BR15-18 (25yds) or 2010BR17-18 (20yds) or 25M10BR15 (25m) targets 

should be used, but ordinary NSRA 1989-18 targets will be accepted except 25m targets. Stickers will 

be supplied, which shall be placed on the front of each card before shooting. Each competitor will 

shoot two cards per round and both must be shot on the same day. 

 

5. The league programme shall be divided into ten 2-weekly rounds.  Rounds shall end on a Monday. It 

is permissible to fire any round in advance but rounds must be shot in round number order. 

 

6. In each round in each division points will be awarded in the order of the ranking of the total of each 

competitor’s two scores in the division. For example, if there are N competitors in a division, the top-

scorer will receive N points, the next best will receive N-1 points etc. Equal scores will receive equal 

points. 

 

7. Shot cards must be sent to the League Organiser for scoring and must reach the Organiser not later 

than the Saturday after the conclusion of the match period.  Cards not received by the due date may be 

disqualified. Results will be posted on the Association’s website as they become available.  
 

8. In the event of a tie on the number of points won at the end of the competition in any division, the 

winner shall be decided by the aggregate scores followed by the X-counts.  If those fail to resolve the 

tie then joint winners will be declared.  

 

9. Any protests regarding the infringement of the Regulations, scores, etc, must be made in writing and 

must reach the League Organiser within seven days.  All protests shall be placed before the 

Management Committee and their decision shall be final. 

 

10. Unless otherwise stated, NSRA rules and regulations will apply. 
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